
 

 

                HINDI DIWAS CELEBRATION 2020 

                                                             

Hindi Diwas  is celebrated on the 14th of September, to commemorate 

the adoption of Hindi in Devanagari script as one of the official language 

in different Hindi speaking states of India. Hindi was adopted as one of 

the two official languages of the Republic of India by Constituent 

Assembly of India. 

Institute of vocational studies celebrated the Hindi Diwas 2020 in online mode 

with great enthusiasm on 18th September 2020.Students of B.ed and D.el.ed  

participated very enthusiastically in this activity under the guidance of our 

Respected Principal Madam Dr.Mandira Gupta .The activity was planned and 

organised by  Ms. Sangeeta Kaushik and Ms.Nahid Raees on the platform 

M.S.Team from 2:20p.m to 3:10p.m . 

The houses of B.ED and D.EL.ED are : 

 

B.ED.                                  D.EL.ED  

Kalam house.                Ambedkar house  

Nehru house.                Azad house 

Gandhi house.              Kalam house 

Tagore house.              Gandhi house 

 

The function began with a mesmerising speech by B. ED 2nd year student and a 

beautiful hand written slogan displayed on the screen by D.EL.ED. students to 

make the function lively. Every students put there efforts and creativity while 

performing the activity. The activity helped the students to learn the skill of 

aesthetic and time management.  

 

 The first poem was presented by a D.EL. ED student which was related to 

current political condition of India, which was full of humour. Number of 

poems were presented by the students some are related to online classes, 

some are related to studies. A beautifully self-composed poem was presented 

by a D.EL. ED 2nd year student which was related to current situation of India 

with full dose of entertainment. All the poems were too good and funny, by 

listening such nice poems we didn’t realise where the one hour had been gone.  



 

 

This activity helps the students to learn the skill of poem writing,  enriching the 

vocabulary of the Hindi, boost up the confidence level in the students and also 

helps in learning the importance of Hindi and learned the actual reason behind 

Hindi Diwas celebration. All the students of different houses had participated 

with full of energy, commedy and enthusiasm. 
 

 

 Principal mam  and other faculty members  praise and appreciate the students  

for their great efforts to make the function  astonishing . Function came to the 

end with the precious words of our teachers about the importance of Hindi. All 

students and Faculty members  of IVS felt ecstatic and jubilant.  

 



 

 



 

 

 


